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Zoonosis Summary 

• A zoonosis is an infectious disease that is transmitted between 

species (sometimes by a vector) from animals other than 

humans to humans or from humans to other animals. 

• Of the 1415 recognized species of human pathogens, 61% are 

of zoonotic origin [Taylor 2001]. 

• These include Hendra, Nipah, Machupo, Ebola, Influenza A, 

SARS-CoV, Yersinia Pestis, Borrelia burgdorferi, 

Plasmodium knowlesi. 

• Use of comparative genomics to understand zoonotic spillover 

– what are the genetic determinants that allow an animal virus 

to adapt to human 



Flu pandemics of the 20th and 21st centuries initiated by species 
jump events 

• 1918 flu pandemic (Spanish flu) 

 subtype H1N1 (avian origin) 

 estimated to have claimed  between 2.5% to 5.0% of the world’s population (20  

- 100 million deaths)  

• Asian flu (1957 – 1958) 

 subtype H2N2 (avian origin) 

 1 - 1.5 million deaths 

• Hong Kong flu (1968 – 1969) 

 subtype H3N2 (avian origin) 

 between 750,000 and 1 million deaths 

• 2009 H1N1 

 subtype H1N1 (swine origin) 

 ~ 16,000 deaths as of March 2010 



Pandemic stages 

 

Adaptive drivers 



Basic reproductive number (R0) 

• Total number of secondary cases per case 

• Reasonable surrogate of fitness 

• Characteristics of pandemic viruses: 

 R0H >1, and 

 In genetic neighborhood of viruses with R0R>1 and R0H<1 

 

• Adaptive drivers 

Pandemic Viruses 

(R0H >1) 

Stuttering viruses 

(R0R>1 and R0H<1) 

Reservoir virus 

(R0R>1 and R0H<<1) 

A1 A2 



Adaptive drivers 

 

Pepin KM et al. (2010) “Identifying genetics markers of adaptation for surveillance of viral host jump” Nature Reviews Microbiology 8: 802-814. 



Stuttering transmission and adaptive drivers 

• Spillover and stuttering transmission can reveal adaptive 

drivers when combined with evidence of convergent evolution 

 Odds of finding the same neutral mutation by chance in multiple 

species jumps is low 

 Therefore, finding same mutation in multiple phylogenetically 

independent species jump events (convergent evolution) is strong 

evidence for adaptive driver 

• Requires a statistical test of abundance difference combined 

with a test of phylogenetic independence that controls for 

sampling bias and founder effects 



Influenza Virus 

Orthomyxoviridae family 

Negative-strand RNA 

Enveloped 

8 RNA segments encode 12 proteins 

Classified based on HA/NA serology 

Zoonotic virus – broad host range 

Primary reservoir in aquatic birds 

Transmission between taxonomies is rare 

Different strains show different virulence 



H5N1 Overview 

• H5N1 influenza has historically been limited to avian species 

• In 1997, a lethal case of H5N1 infection was reported in a 3-year 

old boy in Hong Kong, cause by a highly pathogenic H5N1 avian 

influenza virus 

• In spite of attempt to eradicate the virus in poultry markets, the 

lineage spread through wild aquatic birds and domestic poultry; 

however, no new human cases were reported after 1997 

• In 2003, a new wave of human cases resulting from avian H5N1 

zoonosis was reported, with increased disease severity and death 

• Since 2003, sporadic H5N1 human cases continue to be reported 

(stuttering transmission), suggesting that the virus is capable of 

evading the genetic barrier to human transmission 



Underlying postulates 

• Prior to their repeated zoonosis starting in 1997, H5N1 viruses 

circulating in the avian reservoir were maladapted for infection 

of humans 

• H5N1 viruses isolated from humans reflect a natural selection 

for viruses that have acquired a subset of adaptive changes that 

allow them to infect humans with reasonable efficiency 

• Thus, a comparison of genome sequences between human and 

avian H5N1 viruses would reveal candidate adaptive driver 

sequence variations 

• The identification of the same sequence variations in 

independent virus lineages would be evidence of convergent 

evolution 



Data mining workflow 

• Extract sequences for every IAV genome segment from avian H5N1 viruses 

isolated from Southeast Asia (avian H5N1) from the Influenza Research Database 

(IRD; www.fludb.org). 

• Extract sequences for every IAV genome segment from human H5N1 viruses 

isolated from Southeast Asia (human H5N1) from the IRD. 

• Align all sequences for each IAV protein and identify those amino acid positions 

that have significantly different residues between avian H5N1 and human H5N1 

proteins and are more prevalent in human isolates as initial candidates. 

• Select only those variants that are relatively rare in avian reservoir (<25%). 

• Determine which of these initial candidates are found in multiple phylogenetic 

lineages in nucleotide segment sequence trees. 

• Select those significant amino acid residues that are found in independent clades as 

candidates for convergent evolution, or variants generated by different codon 

substitutions within the same clade  

• Perform analysis on all proteins/segments 

http://www.fludb.org


 

Strain Search – PB2 avian H5N1 Southeast Asia 

up to 2003  



260 PB2 records 

 



Meta-CATS 

• Statistical algorithm written in the R programming language 

• Algorithm steps 

 1) identify and segregate sequence records of interest based on associated metadata 

 2) performing a multiple sequence alignment using the Multiple Sequence Comparison 

by Log-Expectation (MUSCLE) and UCLUST algorithms 

 3) performing the chi-square test of independence and Pearson’s chi-square test in 

tandem to calculate a p-value 

 4) compare with other information about sequence feature structure/function 

• Publication 

 Brett E. Pickett, et al. (2013) "Metadata-driven Comparative Analysis Tool for 

Sequences (meta-CATS): an Automated Process for Identifying Significant Sequence 

Variations Dependent on Differences in Viral Metadata." Virology (in press). 

• Comparative analysis of avian versus human H5N1 for all 10 proteins 

 126 candidates 

 Next step – multiple phylogenetic lineages (convergent evolution) 





Global analysis of human H5 HA clades 
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2.3.4 
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64T 93P 

390N 627K 

PB2 Examples 





Analysis of H5N1 NA protein 



51 candidate adaptive drivers 



Avian + Human H5 HA Reference Alignment 

140D/S 156T 157P 172T 178K 216I 



Sialic Acid Binding Site 



51 candidate adaptive drivers 



Avian + Human H5 PB2 Reference Alignment 

627K 660R 



E627K and species jump 



Gain-of-Function vs. Loss-of-Function 

• Loss-of-Function 
 Start with a common human backbone that carries the 

human-enriched variants 

 Revert one or more residues back to avian residue 

 Test for decreased infection, transmission and/or 
pathogenesis in ferret model 

• Gain-of-Function 
 Start with a common avian backbone 

 Introduce one or more of human-enriched sequence 
variants 

 Test for altered protein activity in relevant in vitro 
biochemical assays (e.g. HA binding in glycan arrays) 





Summary 

• Human influenza pandemics are initiated by species jump 
events followed by sustained human to human 
transmission (R0H>1) 

• Multiple independent occurrences of the same mutation 
during stuttering transmission is evidence of convergent 
evolution of adaptive drivers 

• A combination of statistical and phylogenetic analysis can 
reveal candidate adaptive drivers – hypotheses for 
experimental testing 

• Surveillance for adaptive drivers in reservoir species 
could help anticipate the next pandemic 
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Live Demo 



T-Shirt Question #1 

• What is the case mortality rate (CMR) of 

H7N9 as of May 2013? 



T-Shirt Question #1 

• What is the case mortality rate (CMR) of 

H7N9 as of May 2013? 

 

• 28% 



T-Shirt Question #2 

• What statistical test is used by meta-CATS to 

identify significant sequence variation 

differences between groups of sequences? 



T-Shirt Question #2 

• What statistical test is used by meta-CATS to 

identify significant sequence variation 

differences between groups of sequences? 

 

• Chi-squared test 



T-Shirt Question #3 

• From what animal species did the initial H7N9 

spillover event occur? 



T-Shirt Question #3 

• From what animal species did the initial H7N9 

spillover event occur? 

 

• duck 



T-Shirt Question #4 

• 2 part question – How many human H7N9 

complete genomes are currently represented in 

GenBank?  How many in IRD? 



T-Shirt Question #4 

• 2 part question – How many human H7N9 

complete genomes are currently represented in 

GenBank?  How many in IRD? 

 

• 11 



T-Shirt Question #5 

• Name two different virus genome annotation 

bioinformatics tools? 



T-Shirt Question #5 

• Name two different virus genome annotation 

bioinformatics tools? 

 

• VIGOR and GATU 



T-Shirt Question #6 

• What type of sequence feature is affected by 

variations in H7 positions 195 & 198? 



T-Shirt Question #6 

• What type of sequence feature is affected by 

variations in H7 positions 195 & 198? 

 

• Determinants of receptor binding 


